


L’obiettivo finale del Progetto per quanto riguarda la materia 
Inglese, prevede la realizzazione di audio-guide utilizzabili da 

un ipotetico fruitore della pista ciclabile progettata. 
Gli studenti sono quindi stati invitati a ripensare a tutti gli 

edifici, le bellezze artistiche ed architettoniche che si 
possono incontrare lungo un percorso che da Dello conduce 

alla Pieve della Formigola, immaginando cosa potrebbe 
ammirare un turista lungo il sentiero. 

In quest’ottica hanno elencato tutte le caratteristiche e le 
particolarità dei siti incontrati in ordine “geografico”, 

soffermandosi sulla loro storia, sulle caratteristiche artistiche 
a su tutti quegli elementi che li rendono degni di nota e 

ammirazione da parte di un visitatore.
Una volta raccolti tutti gli elementi gli studenti hanno steso il 
testo della guida e, lavorando per gruppi, lo hanno tradotto 
autonomamente. Dopo aver perfezionato i testi con l’aiuto 
dell’insegnante madrelingua e essersi esercitati a leggerli 

con una buona pronuncia ed intonazione, la classe si è 
recata nel laboratorio linguistico per procedere alla 

registrazione dell’audio-guida descrittiva del percorso. Tutti 
gli studenti hanno partecipato alla stesura del testo e una 

parte di essi è stata coinvolta nella registrazione vera e 
propria.



Dello, Quinzanello and Corticelle are the cities that 
form the city of Dello. In the past they were financial 
and administrated divided, already from the twelfth 
century.There are rural places: in fact PianuraPadana
is full of typical farm houses called cascinali and 
mulini. The most famous is the Mulino Muse where 
the Olmi’s move was directed: “L’Albero degli
Zoccoli”. These houses are the typical traces of civil 
architecture and they are located in a territory full of 
canals originated from Mella’s river. Various species 
of birds and animals live beneath those canals. Our 
tour starts from Dello, the most important city. 
Starting from Piazza Roma, in the main square we 
can find the first significant building: Parrocchiale di 
San Giorgio. The church was built in eighteenth 
century probably by Antonio Corbellino. It represents 
a sixteenth century architecture model like the two 
naves with little chapels; frescos and paintings 
decorate the walls and the most interesting is the 
sixteenth century pala d’altare:“La resurrezione di 
Cristo con S.Giorgio e S.Rocco” by Mombelli, 
Moretto’s student. 



Dello Castle 
In front of the parish there’s the castle that dates back to 1300 but in 1313 Ghibelline’s 
army slightly destroyed it. It was a component of defensive fortification for the surrounding 
built-up area and previously overlooked a ditch. At the end of nineteenth century Dello
castle was completely renewed by Francesco Conti. It is however still possible to see parts 
of the old building, as an old brick wall and some windows with their original embrasure. In 
the ground floor rooms  there are conserved barrel vaults and at the first floor there are 
lacunar ceilings with paintings. Now they are used as private houses and partly as a 
restaurant.

Palazzo Baronio
On the north side of the square there’s “Palazzo Baronio”, a nineteenth century building like 

the parish. The front door, surrounded by elements of stone, is in walnut wood which is 
decorated with geometric patterns and striking masks. The interior rooms remain, beyond 
the rich decorated flooring, attractively decorated with allegories of the four seasons and 

landscapes, as well as some high-quality furniture from the first half of the fourteenth 
century.

S. Rocco church
Finally the last Dello’s structure is the small restored church of  S. Rocco or S. Peter martyr dated 
from eleventh and twelfth century. Inside there are a lot of frescos, monuments and paintings 
like S. Domenico by Mombelli and S. Rocco. There are an adjacent cloister and a small church 
courtyard behind. In the portal  we can see as inscription that remembers the name and the 
protection on saint in case of calamity. S. Pietro martire belonged to the flagellator monks of 
thirteenth century in honour of the domenican Pietro from Verona. Maybe the church had partly 
the function of parish church and the modern façade was probably the ancient apsis. 

DELLO



QUINZANELLO

S. Lorenzo
Moving away from Dello, following the provincial way, we can arrive at Quinzanello. In the
principal square there is the parish church of S. Lorenzo. The seventeenth century church
with a nave and elegant lines is rich in marbles, especially from Rezzato in the basement and
in the portal. In the eighteenth century were added four new bells and a new organ with
relative songs. In 1985 the edifice was restructured and reinforced.

Palazzo Colombini
Near the apsis of S. Lorenzo’s parish there is, on the north of Mazzini’s street, Palazzo
Colombini. The great entrance leads to the portal of entry and conducts to an open gallery
with lodge and columns made with Botticino’s stones. Indoor are preserved original vaults.
The last building of Quinzanello in the sanctuary of “Madonna dellaSpiga”. In the semi
circular’s apsis of the sanctuary there are original Romanesque structures. During sixteenth
century the building was transformed, as we could see from prothyrum to altarpiece. The
sanctuary has a very elegant bell tower and inside there is a picture that represents the
legendary apparition of the Virgin with some corns in her hands to a mute person, , but
during that period there was a caresty. The title “Della Spiga” symbolized the tradition to
meet in the sanctuary to pray to implore the protection of harvest. In May and during the
second Sunday of Pentecost, the country was blessed with relics of S. Lucio and S. Urbano.
Popular devotion is proved by many ex-vote through the century.



S. Zenone
This eigteenth century building was built on the site of previous fifteenth century church which
retained the name. The church has a single nave with two side chapels. The coverage is with a
barrel vault; in the presbytery is preserved a painting with “mystical marriage of S. Catherine”,
probably painted by Moretto or his school. The name of the church is enough to prove the
antiquity of the religious building: in fact the famous bishop and martyr Zeno or Zenone came
from Africa to convert the people of Verona in the fourth century. During the middle ages his
cult spread also in Brescia. This dedication could allude to a local abundance of water and the
possibility of flooding, because of the power to protect against submerging traditionally
attributed to the saint.

Palazzo Bignami
Behind the apsis of S. Zenone church there is Palace Bignami. The square could be an indication
of the typical Roman houses. In addition a roman tomb was found. The windows are made of
brick and overlook the principal street. The frames are from Botticino’s marbles and alternate to
pilasters. In the doorway there is a moulding element near two obelisks. In the centre there is a
keystone with the dedication to Umberto from Savoia “To Umberto Savoia, our loved king”. On
the ground floor there is an elegant gallery with arches.

The castle of Boldeniga
The castle of Boldeniga is one of the typical fortresses built on the plain around the
fourteenth century. The castle has not many decorations: there is a denticulation under the
window sill while the frieze under the cornice was badly removed some years ago. In 1400
the tower was elevated, arches and lodge were added. In sixteenth century it becomes a
country residence and in the second part of nineteenth century the castle was restored.
The castle, then, could actually be the surviving tower of this complex.



CORTICELLE
Corticelle Pieve

Then we arrive to the last part called Corticelle Pieve. This centre is distinguished by the
other three for having many palaces of nobilities proprieties and beneficial institutions. The
first building that we see is S. Giacomo’s parish. The seventeenth church that has a baroque
appearance, maybe in Medieval period was the chapel of hospice for pilgrims, that was
managed by Pieve of Formigola. Due to this hypothesis the frescos of fifteenth century,
found in the chapel, are adherent to the bell tower which belong to the old church of
hospice. At the end of sixteenth century when the parish functions were translated , San
Carlo exhorted the people to expand the church. So, in 1637 the church and the altar of
Santissimo were renewed and subsequently there were added four altars, organ and other
works.

Palace Provaglio-Angeri-Cocchetti-Locatelli
Another important stage of the tour concerns the chapel’s frescos, placed in the palace
Provaglio-Angeri-Cocchetti-Locatelli. In this palace there was a little oratorio, dedicated
to the two martyrs S. Alessandro and S. Angelo, who were members of Provaglio’s
family, and who lived around 1092 while Henry III was emperor. In the eighteenth
century the now owner – Reverendo L. Algeri – decided to build the now public oratorio
near his home and he dedicated it to S. Ludovico; actually we don’t know if it was
realized by ex-novo or if it was based on another religious building of Provaglio’s family.
In the twentieth century the oratorio was divided into two parts, and because of this the
original architecture was compromised. Today in the palace there are two different
areas: one of this is the ground floor, used like a chapel of Ancelle della Carità, and in the
other one there are some seventeenth century’s frescos which represent the two
family’s martyrs.



Church of Sacra Famiglia
This church was built at the end of eighteenth century. It was inaugurated and
consecrated by Corna Pellegrini, bishop of Brescia, in 1901. It this time the church lived a
glorious period because it was used every day by the Sisters of Charity as place for daily
prayers. Then the population diminished and consequently the richness of the parish. The
building was victim of carelessness resulting in its bad condition.

Pieve of Formigola
Finally the tour ends with the last monument: Pieve of Formigola. 
The church is in the countryside and it’s a sanctuary dedicated to Virgin Mary
especially frequented during the celebrations od Annunciation and the Nativity
of Madonna. This building was built in fourteenth-fifteenth centuries, although
the structure was older, and was divided in three naves as Romanesque
tradition; the bell tower is even more ancient. The inside was divided in three
parts by big circle pillars, perhaps originally from the ancient basilica, which hold
up round arches that were painted. The painted pointed arches improve the
vertical movement. This details made the church a mix of Romanesque and
Gothic period. Light comes from lateral windows and from a rose window on the
front. Between the fifteenth and sixteenth century walls were painted by
frescos. Summing up the difficulty to date this building derives from the strong
restoration in 1900 which wanted to remove its baroque substrate.


